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Current situation

• Collaborated data receiving is the main activity

• We want to increase more collaborating stations in other countries

• UNISEC GSN is ready to cooperate with other ground station network communities

• Ghana All Nations University is currently West African point of contact for UNISEC GSN
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Future activity towards next UNISEC Global meeting

- GMS/GROWS
  → including legacy system → must be upgraded
  + scheduling
  + status sharing
  + booking

- To make compatibility with the framework of the standard Software of Cal Poly & Wurzburg university
  → have development discussions & activities
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Future activity towards next UNISEC Global meeting

- Data/Network
  - Integrating legacy system
  - Must be upgraded
- Scheduling
- Status sharing
- Booting
- To make compatibility with the framework of the standard software of C Rad Pol 
  & Strobl University
- Have development discussions 
  & activities